Stress analysis of a series of thick, wide, flat plates with oblique holes subjected to uniaxial tension and out-of-plane bending has been carried out using the finite element method (FEM), and in some cases the boundary element method (BEM). Different plate thickness-hole diameter ratios, angles of hole obliquity and orientation have been considered to provide stress concentration factors at such holes. The work covers plate thickness-hole diameter ratios from 1.3 to 3.0, hole obliquity angles from 0 to 60" and orientation of the major axis of the surface ellipse relative to the applied load direction of 0 to 90". The results for uniaxial tension have been compared with those determined using the photoelastic frozen-stress technique in order to verify the finite element models before proceeding to the bending cases, which provide new data.
INTRODUCTION
An oblique hole is one whose axis is not normal to the surface which it penetrates. Oblique holes can be found at intersecting pipes and vessels, non-radial openings in cylindrical and spherical shells or lacing wire passages in steam turbine blades.
Analytical solutions for stress distributions around an isolated circular or elliptical hole in a thin, infinite plate can be derived from the theory of elasticity (l).t The stress distribution at a normal circular hole in a thick flat plate has also been studied and it has been shown that the mid-plane stress concentration is greater than that at the plate surface (2). In the case of oblique holes, most stress analyses have been carried out using the photoelastic technique (3, 4). The boundary element method (BEM) has also been applied to a limited number of flat plates with oblique holes (5).
In a recent study (6), the magnitudes and positions of the principal stresses at a series of isolated oblique holes in thick, wide plates subjected to uniaxial tension were determined using the photoelastic frozen-stress technique. The model series covered nominal plate thickness-hole diameter ratios of 1.33,2.00 and 3.00, hole obliquity angles of 0, 15, 30,45 and 60" and applied load directions of 0,30,60 and 90" relative to the major axis of the surface ellipse. In another study (7), those results were used to provide stress concentration factors at such holes resulting from biaxial in-plane loading. The maximum and minimum principal stresses for a general case of in-plane loading were derived from the previous uniaxial data (6).
In the present work, the finite element method (FEM) has been used to determine stresses around oblique holes in plates subject to out-of-plane bending. In order to verify the finite element models, uniaxial loading has also been considered and comparisons made with the results of reference (6). In some cases the boundary element method has also been used in the numerical analysis. Figure 1 shows typical thick flat plate models for both tension and bending. Coordinates and symbols used to define the oblique hole are indicated. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the plate models; these have been chosen to be the same as those in reference (6) for easy comparison. The width and length of each plate were such that the effects of the plate edges and boundary conditions on the hole stresses were negligible. As a result, infinite plate conditions were attained in the region of the hole. The model series covers a practical useful range of hole variables ( 2 , @, h/d). Table 2 shows the hole details.
Models analysed

Mesh generation and element type IDEAS (8)
is a commercial CAD/CAE (computer aided design/computer aided engineering) package which was used for pre-and post-processing of the finite element mesh and display of the results. Its mesh generator uses an automatic meshing technique that relies on triangulation to fill arbitrarily shaped regions. Either four-node linear or ten-node quadratic tetrahedral elements can be generated. For better accuracy, quadratic elements were used here. IDEAS was then interfaced with the general purpose finite element software, ABAQUS (9), to calculate stresses.
Different plate thicknesses with different hole obliquity angles were analysed. The number of tetrahedral elements varied from 700 to 3400. The high number of elements resulted from the automatic meshing of the IDEAS package which minimized element distortion. Figure 2 (a) shows a typical finite element mesh and Fig.  2(b) shows a close-up view of the nodes around the hole, which are not uniformly distributed. To save computational cost and time, the meshes were refined in the critical area (around the hole), where the stresses had a rapid variation until convergence was achieved. Larger elements were used elsewhere. None of the elements were excessively elongated or distorted. In this way the number of elements was optimized to give accuracy at a reasonable cost. The angles x and @ were important parameters in the number of elements required for the models. For high values of u and @ the number of required elements was very high.
The computational analyses were carried out on HP735 and Cray EL98 computers. Table 2 . Values of I , and I , in flat plates with oblique holes under (a) uniform uniaxial tension, experiment (6) and F E results and (b) out-of-plane bending (FE results only) of uniaxial tension, the plate shown in Fig. l (a) was subjected to uniform tensile stress, 0, in the x direction. This stress was given a value of unity so that stress values obtained were directly comparable to the stress indices of reference (6). The load was applied at one end of the plate, while the other end was fixed in the x direction. For simulating out-of-plane bending, four thin bars were attached across the plate surfaces, two on the bottom at . These were necessary to enable vertical loads to be applied to the finite element model. For comparison purposes the distance between the two bars attached to the top surface was equal to the length of the plate used for the axial loading case. Uniform pressures were applied on the top bars, while the bottom bars were fixed in the z direction, an arrangement producing pure bending in the region of the hole. Table 2 shows the normalized maximum and minimum principal stresses, I , and I , , for 22 different models of thick flat plates with oblique holes, calculated using the finite element method. The maximum values of the stress indices I , and I , from the photoelastic analysis of similar models (6) are also presented, and are directly comparable with the I , and 1, values of this work. Various combinations of cc (varying from 0 to 60"), h/d (1.33 to 2.00) and @ (0 to 90°) were considered, as indicated in the table. For each case the minimum number of finite elements necessary to produce convergence is also noted. The I , values from the finite element analyses differ from those of the photoelastic work, with one exception (case 18), by less than 9 per cent, which represents acceptably good agreement. The angular positions of the peak stresses found in the numerical analysis, as indicated later, for example, in the contour plot of Fig. 6 , compare well with photoelastic results. However, the finite element results indicate that these peak values lie on the plate surface, whereas the photoelastic work suggests that they lie within the plate thickness. For the I , values the absolute differences between values from the nurnerical and experimental results are of comparable magnitude to those for the I , results, but, being smaller values, the percentage differences are much greater. The variations of peak stresses with @ for constant values of h/d and a (Fig. 3) and with a for constant values of h/d and 0 (Fig. 4) show the same general trends in both the numerical and experimental work, and therefore give confidence in the finite element models. Further verification of the finite element work can be gained from case 1, in which the hole is normal to the plate. The magnitudes of the peak stress values are in good agreement with the analytical solution (2). Some more cases with a = 60" were analysed which are not presented here. The FE results for those cases were about 20-30 per cent higher than photoelastic results. In modelling them the IDEAS package warned of a large number of distorted elements around the hole because of the high angle of obliquity. In order to remove the distorted elements, the total number of elements would have had to be increased, causing problems with the limitation on computational time and capacity.
Boundary conditions
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF STRESSES AT OBLIQUE HOLES IN PLATES
RESULTS
Uniaxial loading
It is not practical to give detailed stress distributions for each hole, but the results for hole 17 (a = 45", @ = 30", hld = 1.33) are presented as a typical example. This is similar to the case presented in detail in reference (6) in which contour plots were constructed manually. Here the contour plots (Figs 5 and 6 ) of the normalized maximum and minimum principal stresses on a development of the hole surface have been generated using the UNIRAS (10) software. The number of nodes around the hole was about 220 with non-uniform distribution. (Table 2) The bilinear method was used for interpolation of the stresses. The maximum I, value of 3.20 occurred at the plate surface and at 8 = 37.5". This is close to the point where the applied stress direction is tangential to the hole rim. The maximum Z2 value of -1.44 also occurred at the plate surface, but at 8 = 163". This agrees with the experimental results as far as angular position is concerned. The latter gives the position of the maximum principal stress approaching the acute edge of the hole, close to the point where the applied stress direction is tangential to the hole rim. However, the experimental results indicate that the maximum stress is some way from the plate surface. It should be mentioned that for a plate with an oblique hole there is no plane of symmetry but there is a centre of symmetry. This means that for each point on the hole surface there is a corresponding point at which the stress state is identical. However, because of the non-uniform distribution of the finite element nodes around the hole, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the stress values at each pair of symmetrical points in the contour plots of Figs 5 and 6 are not exactly the same. (Table 2) 3.2 Out-of-plane bending Four of the plates with oblique holes listed in Table 2 were analysed under out-of-plane bending loads. The present authors are not unaware of any comparable experimental results for these cases. The maximum principal stresses were normalized with respect to the tensile stress on the surface of the same plate without a hole under the same bending moment. Table 2 shows the results for bending, alongside the axial loading results for the same hole configuration. The ratios of [,(bending) to [,(tension) are between 0.68 and 0.76.
STRESS ANALYSIS USING THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
The boundary element method (BEM) is an attractive alternative to the finite element technique for a wide range of applications in stress analysis. It is particularly well established for linear elastic problems and has a number of advantages over the finite element technique (11). It greatly simplifies mesh data preparation, because only the surface of the component or structure to be analysed needs to be discretized. It needs less computing time and storage for the same level of accuracy because within the solution domain the governing differential equations are satisfied exactly, rather than approximated as in the case of the finite element method. In using the boundary element method, less unwanted information about internal points is obtained.
Abdul-Mihsein et al. (5) used the BEM for analysis of plates with oblique holes. They analysed a limited number of models in which the load direction was parallel to the major axis of the surface ellipse of the hole, that is @ = 0, and compared their results with experimental results. Because of the limitation in computer time and capacity they only used up to 80 parabolic quadrilateral elements. In cases where this limitation was reached, their results showed large discrepancies compared with experimental results.
In order to investigate the value of the BEM for the oblique hole problem, some of the present models have been analysed by this method. Here the same program as in references (5) and (12) has been used, with slight modifications to allow execution on a Hewlett-Packard system. The BEM program was interfaced with IDEAS for pre-and post-processing. The number of boundary elements for the models has been doubled. Three different models of plates with oblique holes were considered. Table 3 shows the BEM, FEM and experimental results for these holes. Another case with a = 60" was analysed, but is not presented here. The BEM results were up to 40 per cent higher than FEM and experimental results. For the normal hole and the hole with a low angle of obliquity, the available BEM program was quite capable of handling the models. For greater angles of obliquity, larger numbers of elements were required, which resulted in problems due to the limitation on computational time and capacity. However, for the normal hole (case 1 in Table 3 ) where the number of boundary elements is oneninth of the number of finite elements and case 2 where the number of boundary elements is one-fourteenth of the number of finite elements, the BEM gives good accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
A series of thick flat plates with oblique holes under uniaxial tension and out-of-plane bending was analysed using the finite element and boundary element methods. For the uniaxial loading case, the maximum tensile stresses ( I ,) and maximum compressive stresses (Z2) were I , values the differences were within 37 per cent. These differences were large, even for models with dense meshes in the critical regions and without distorted elements. The reasons for this warrant further study. Models with holes at large angles of obliquity required large numbers of elements in order to achieve reliable results, but such numbers of elements were beyond the limitations on computer time and space. For CY = 60°, for example, the accuracy of FE results was very poor and the differences between the FE results and experimental results were about 20-30 per cent.
Plates with oblique holes under out-of-plane bending were analysed using the FEM. Comparing the bending results with axial loading results showed that the ratio of I,(bending) to I,(tension) is between 0.68 and 0.76.
Models under uniaxial tension were also analysed using the boundary element method. The results showed that for the lower angles of obliquity, where the required number of elements was low, the accuracy of the boundary element method in comparison with the finite element method was very good. This was so even when the number of finite elements was about nine times the number of boundary elements. For higher angles of obliquity (a greater than 30") the BEM showed higher values for I, in comparison with the FEM and experimental results.
